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INTRODUCTION
This Delivery Guide has been developed to provide practitioners with a variety of 
creative and practical ideas to support the delivery of this qualification. The Guide 
is a collection of lesson ideas with associated activities, which you may find helpful 
as you plan your lessons. 

OCR has collaborated with current practitioners to ensure that the ideas put forward in 
this Delivery Guide are practical, realistic and dynamic. The Guide is structured by learning 
outcome so you can see how each activity helps you cover the requirements of this unit. 

We appreciate that practitioners are knowledgeable in relation to what works for them 
and their learners. Therefore, the resources we have produced should not restrict or 
impact on practitioners’ creativity to deliver excellent learning opportunities. 

Whether you are an experienced practitioner or new to the sector, we hope you find 
something in this guide which will help you to deliver excellent learning opportunities. 

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or suggestions for other resources you 
would like OCR to develop, please email resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk. 

Unit 24 Instrumental music technique

LO1 Be able to develop instrumental techniques

LO2 Understand key features of music notation

LO3 Be able to demonstrate instrumental techniques as a soloist

LO4 Be able to demonstrate instrumental techniques as part of an ensemble

To find out more about this qualification, go to: http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/
cambridge-technicals-performing-arts-level-3-certificate-extended-certificate-foundation-
diploma-diploma-05850-05853-2016-suite

Please note 
The activities suggested in this Delivery Guide MUST NOT be used for 
assessment purposes. The timings for the suggested activities in this Delivery 
Guide DO NOT relate to the Guided Learning Hours (GLHs) for each unit.

Assessment guidance can be found within the Unit document available from  
www.ocr.org.uk. The latest version of this Delivery Guide can be downloaded from 
the OCR website.

UNIT AIM
Mastering the techniques and skills required to be an outstanding instrumentalist is a vital 
skill for any musician. Understanding how and what to practise and continuing to develop 
your music theory is at the heart of being a working musician.

You will develop your technical music skills through exploring how a chosen instrument(s) 
works in theory and practice and in the application of skills and techniques. It will give you 
the knowledge and understanding of how your instrument can be cared for and how your 
music skills and techniques can be developed and enhanced with exercises and practice.

You will learn how to assess and monitor your skill level, the importance of regular 
practice, how to continually evaluate your development and relate your skills to the 
industry standards.

2016 Suite
•	 New suite for first teaching September 2016

•	 Externally assessed content

•	 Eligible for Key Stage 5 performance points from 2018

•	 Designed to meet the DfE technical guidance

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGLISH AND 
MATHS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND WORK 
EXPERIENCE
We believe that being able to make good progress in English and maths is essential to 
learners in both of these contexts and on a range of learning programmes. To help you 
enable your learners to progress in these subjects, we have signposted opportunities for 
English and maths skills practice within this resource. We have also identified any potential 
work experience opportunities within the activities. These suggestions are for guidance 
only. They are not designed to replace your own subject knowledge and expertise in 
deciding what is most appropriate for your learners.

 English    Maths   Work

mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-technicals-performing-arts-level-3-certificate-extended-certificate-foundation-diploma-diploma-05850-05853-2016-suite
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-technicals-performing-arts-level-3-certificate-extended-certificate-foundation-diploma-diploma-05850-05853-2016-suite
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/cambridge-technicals-performing-arts-level-3-certificate-extended-certificate-foundation-diploma-diploma-05850-05853-2016-suite
http://www.ocr.org.uk
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/by-type/cambridge-technicals/cambridge-technicals-2016/
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This unit (Unit 24) Title of suggested activity Other units/LOs

LO1 Physiology
Warming up
Technical exercises

Unit 24 Instrumental music 
technique

LO3 Be able to demonstrate instrumental technique as a soloist
LO4 Be able to demonstrate instrumental technique as part of an ensemble

Types of ensemble Unit 24 Instrumental music 
technique

LO4 Be able to demonstrate instrumental technique as part of an ensemble

Roles within the ensemble Unit 24 Instrumental music 
technique

LO4 Be able to demonstrate instrumental technique as part of an ensemble

LO2 Time signatures
Note lengths

Unit 29 Musicianship LO1 Understand different musical styles and structures

Understanding a score Unit 29 Musicianship LO2 Be able to perform music from written notation

Key signatures
Dynamics

Unit 29 Musicianship LO1 Understand different musical styles and structures

Sight reading exercise Unit 29 Musicianship LO2 Be able to perform music from written notation

LO3 Instruments and the anatomy
Technical accuracy

Unit 24 Instrumental music 
technique

LO1 Be able to develop instrumental techniques

LO4 Rehearsal schedule
Directed rehearsal sessions
Group interim discussion
Mock performance

Unit 23 Create music to perform LO4 Be able to realise music for performance for a specific audience

The Suggested Activities in this Delivery Guide listed below have also been related to other Cambridge Technicals in Performing Arts units/Learning Outcomes (LOs).  This could help with 
delivery planning and enable learners to cover multiple parts of units.

RELATED ACTIVITIES
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KEY TERMS
Explanations of the key terms used within this unit, in the context of this unit

Key term Explanation

Ensemble A group of musicians who will perform music together.

Interpretation The decisions made by an ensemble and its component performers as to how the selected material will be performed. Considerations include the arrangement, 
dynamics, tempo and individual artistic expression.

Perform To present music to an audience in an appropriate setting or venue.

Rehearse/rehearsal For the ensemble to work together to improve the material in anticipation of a performance. Individuals will practise parts before a rehearsal and then work 
together to improve and hone the material.

Schedule A document or plan created by the individual or ensemble in order to break down the preparation process into specific segments dictated by dates or sessions.

Soloist A musician performing on their own, or as a featured artist with accompaniment.

Warm-up Physical and mental preparations prior to a practice or rehearsal session, or a performance.
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Some common misconceptions and guidance on how they could be overcome

What is the misconception? How can this be overcome? Resources which could help

Popular musicians do not have to 
be able to read music

Learners may feel intimidated by using traditional musical notation, or may 
have come from a self-taught background. 

Tutors could stress the importance of being able to understand and 
use notation in regards to helping the learner to develop their musical 
vocabulary and understanding of music and also in relation to developing 
employability skills.

By working through Learning Outcome 1, learners will be able to develop 
their knowledge and understanding of the fundamental elements of music 
and notation.

Organisation: Udemy
Resource Title: Myth 5. Reading music won’t help
Website Link: https://blog.udemy.com/how-to-write-music/
Description: A reinforcement of the necessity to be able to 
understand and use musical notation.

The meaning of a practice routine Learners may have come from a self-taught background on their 
instrument and thus not have been exposed to instrumental tuition which 
may have provided them with a structured practice routine. Learners may 
confuse the concept of practice with simply reciting and repeating material 
which they already know and enjoy playing.

Tutors could assist learners with devising and adhering to a structured 
practice routine, including technical exercises.

Organisation: Mills, J. and Smith, J., Cambridge University Press
Resource Title: Teachers’ beliefs about effective instrumental 
teaching in schools and higher education
Website Link: http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract? 
fromPage=online&aid=145605&fileId=S0265051702005260
Description: Scholarly article discussing effective instrumental 
teaching.

The importance of developing solo 
music performance skills

Learners may have experience of playing as a soloist while alone, but many 
learners may view being a contemporary musician as an individual who 
primarily functions as part of an ensemble.

Learners may be unfamiliar with an audition or recital-type environment 
and may find this intimidating or perhaps unnecessary.

Tutors could assist learners to develop their understanding of the 
importance of these environments, their confidence in performing in these 
conditions and relate this to interviews for higher education courses or 
auditions to join a band.

Organisation: Kenny, D.T. and Osborne, M.S.
Resource Title: Music performance anxiety: New insights from 
young musicians
Website Link: http://ac-psych.org/en/issues/volume/2/issue/2 - 
art12
Description: Scholarly article discussing solo music performance.

MISCONCEPTIONS

https://blog.udemy.com/how-to-write-music/
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=145605&fileId=S0265051702005260
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=145605&fileId=S0265051702005260
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Some common misconceptions and guidance on how they could be overcome

What is the misconception? How can this be overcome? Resources which could help

The importance of developing 
ensemble music performance skills

Learners may have experience of playing as a soloist while alone but may 
not have had the opportunity to perform and work with other musicians.

Learners may be unfamiliar with working with others, and may find this 
intimidating or perhaps unnecessary.

Tutors could assist learners to develop their understanding of the 
importance of these environments, their confidence in performing in these 
conditions and relate this to effective collaboration and preparing them for 
auditions to join a band.

Organisation: DIY Musician
Resource Title: The 10 Commandments of being in a band
Website Link: http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/musician-tips/the-10-
commandments-of-being-in-a-band/
Description: Online article discussing working in an ensemble.

http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/musician-tips/the-10-commandments-of-being-in-a-band/
http://diymusician.cdbaby.com/musician-tips/the-10-commandments-of-being-in-a-band/
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 1

LO Title: Be able to develop instrumental techniques

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Physiology It is essential that learners understand the physical relationship with their first-study instrument 
(including voice). Learners should be asked to consider how they physically interact with the 
instrument and what parts of the anatomy are used. They should also consider how incorrect 
technique may affect performance or even have health implications.

A useful article for learners to study can be found on the Trinity Laban website:
Organisation: Clark, T., Holmes, P. and Redding, E., Tinity Laban
Resource Title: Investigating the physiological demands of music performance
Website Link: http://www.trinitylaban.ac.uk/media/283303/investigating the physiological demands 
of musical performance.pdf
Description: Scholarly article on energy expenditure during music performance.

1 hour Unit 24 LO3, LO4

Warming up Learners may not understand or perhaps even have considered the importance of warming up 
prior to undertaking a practice/rehearsal session or indeed a performance. It is essential for learners 
to develop an awareness of the preparations necessary to be able to perform to their maximum 
potential and also in order to avoid long-term physical problems or damage.

Learners could be asked to work in groups along with peers who share the same first-study 
instrument and be asked to consider and discuss the issues that may arise without warming up and 
the benefits of effective warm-up exercises.

A useful book which considers the physical and mental preparation that performers require is as 
follows. Tutors may wish to introduce relevant sections of this book to learners:
Green, B. and Gallwey, T.W. (2015) The Inner Game of Music. Pan Books. ISBN: 978-1-4472-9172-5

1 hour Unit 24 LO3, LO4

Technical exercises In additional to physical warm-ups, learners need to develop an awareness of how improving their 
technique will be of benefit in both rehearsal and performance. Learners could be asked to research 
and discuss a minimum of three instrument-specific technical exercises which could be implemented 
into a structured practice regime.

The University of Nebraska-Lincoln has published a scholarly article on the importance of technique 
and technical exercises:
Organisation: Wristen, B., University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Resource Title: Technical Exercises: Use Them or Lose Them?
Website Link: http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=musicfacpub
Description: Scholarly article discussing technical exercises.

1.5 hours Unit 24 LO3, LO4

http://www.trinitylaban.ac.uk/media/283303/investigating%20the%20physiological%20demands%20of%20musical%20performance.pdf
http://www.trinitylaban.ac.uk/media/283303/investigating%20the%20physiological%20demands%20of%20musical%20performance.pdf
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=musicfacpub
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Devising a practice routine It is important for learners to develop an awareness of the necessity to devise and plan a structured 
preparation regime in order to prepare as effectively as possible for their solo and ensemble 
performance assessment. This should include warm-up and technical exercises.

The tutor could assist the learner to devise a routine and set SMART targets so that the learner can 
reflect upon progress made and make adjustments accordingly. A logbook or journal proforma may 
prove useful for this.

The following website provides a useful overview of how to create an effective practice regime:
Organisation: Effective Music Teaching
Resource Title: How to Develop a Practice Routine
Website Link: http://www.effectivemusicteaching.com/articles/students/how-to-develop-a-practice-
routine/
Description: An article on how to devise an effective practice regime.

1.5 hours

Types of ensemble Learners need to understand the terminology associated with different combinations of musicians 
that are used to form the ensemble. This should include both traditional and popular forms of 
ensemble.

Learners could be asked to work in pairs or small groups to describe typical ensemble combinations 
such as trio, quartet, pop band and choirs and identify a typical piece which would be performed by 
each particular collective.

A useful online resource can be found on the Exploring Musical Instruments website:
Organisation: Exploring Musical Instruments
Resource Title: What Is A Musical Ensemble? Endless Possibilities Explored
Website Link: http://exploringmusicalinstruments.com/what-is-a-music-ensemble-endless-
possibilities-explored
Description: An article on typical ensemble combinations.

1 hour Unit 24 LO4

Roles within the ensemble Learners could be asked to consider the typical roles found within a minimum of three recognised 
ensemble combinations. They could present their findings to the group, outlining the nature of each 
role, the duties associated with the role, and its importance to the function of the ensemble.

1 hour Unit 24 LO4

http://www.effectivemusicteaching.com/articles/students/how-to-develop-a-practice-routine/
http://www.effectivemusicteaching.com/articles/students/how-to-develop-a-practice-routine/
http://exploringmusicalinstruments.com/what-is-a-music-ensemble-endless-possibilities-explored
http://exploringmusicalinstruments.com/what-is-a-music-ensemble-endless-possibilities-explored
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 2

LO Title: Understand key features of music notation

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Time signatures The web resource musictheory.net has a series of lessons on measures and time signatures 
encouraging the learner to develop their skills in identifying and using regular, irregular and 
compound time signatures: 

Organisation: musictheory.net
Resource Title: Measures and Time Signature
Website Link: https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/12
Description: Online lessons and exercises developing recognition of basic time signatures.

Organisation: musictheory.net
Resource Title: Simple and Compound Meter
Website Link: https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/15
Description: Online lessons and exercises developing recognition of regular and compound time 
signatures.

Organisation: musictheory.net
Resource Title: Odd Meter
Website Link: https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/16
Description: Online lessons and exercises developing recognition of irregular time signatures.

A relevant textbook for this subject is:
Laitz, S.G. (2015) The Complete Musician. Oxford University Press. ISBN: 978-0-19-9347094

1 hour Unit 29 LO1

Note lengths The web resource musictheory.net has a series of lessons on note lengths, and being able to 
accurately group combinations of note duration: 
Organisation: musictheory.net
Resource Title: Note Duration
Website Link: https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/11
Description: Online lessons and exercises developing recognition of note duration.

A relevant textbook for this subject is:
Laitz, S.G. (2015) The Complete Musician. Oxford University Press. ISBN: 978-0-19-9347094

1 hour Unit 29 LO1 

https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/12
https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/15
https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/16
https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/11
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Understanding a score Tutors could ask learners to take part in an activity where they are asked to describe and analyse the 
components of a score using their current knowledge and skills.

Learners should analyse and describe the rhythmic, melodic and harmonic elements of the score and 
consider how these will affect the performance of the piece.

The examples given by the tutor may start off using simple well-known pieces and progress to more 
difficult examples as learners develop their skills.

The website Musicnotes offers a revision exercise for learners to undertake in describing the elements 
of a score and suggests well-known examples for analysis including ‘Happy’ by Pharrell Williams and 
‘Let it Go’ from the Disney film Frozen.

Organisation: Musicnotes
Resource Title: How to Read Sheet Music
Website Link: http://www.musicnotes.com/blog/2014/04/11/how-to-read-sheet-music/
Description: An article on components which make up a score.

1.5 hours Unit 29 LO2

Key signatures The web resource musictheory.net has a series of lessons on key signatures, and being able to 
accurately recognise and use major and minor key signatures: 

Organisation: musictheory.net
Resource Title: Key Signatures
Website Link: https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/24
Description: Online lessons and exercises developing recognition of key signatures.

Organisation: musictheory.net
Resource Title: Key Signature Calculation
Website Link: https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/25
Description: Online lessons and exercises developing the ability to calculate key signatures.

A relevant textbook for this subject is:
Laitz, S.G. (2015) The Complete Musician. Oxford University Press. ISBN: 978-0-19-9347094

1.5 hours Unit 29 LO1

http://www.musicnotes.com/blog/2014/04/11/how-to-read-sheet-music/
https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/24
https://www.musictheory.net/lessons/25
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Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Dynamics Learners need to be able to understand and accurately use dynamics and understand the effect that 
this has upon the resultant performance.

The website MyMusicTheory has an article on recognising and using dynamics within a score and 
performance: 
Organisation: MyMusicTheory
Resource Title: Dynamics
Website Link: http://www.mymusictheory.com/learn-music-theory/for-students/grade-1/grade-1-
course/137-16-dynamics
Description: Online article developing recognition of dynamics.

A relevant textbook for this subject is:
Laitz, S.G. (2015) The Complete Musician. Oxford University Press. ISBN: 978-0-19-9347094

1 hour Unit 29 LO1

Sight reading exercise Learners could be asked to assess their current level of sight reading skill by being given an unseen 
melody line. The learner could be given a timed preparation period with the piece before taking 
part in an informal performance. The difficulty of the material should be tailored to the learner’s 
current level of instrumental skill and be used to reflect upon areas which need to be addressed in 
preparation for the solo performance assessment.

1 hour Unit 29 LO2

http://www.mymusictheory.com/learn-music-theory/for-students/grade-1/grade-1-course/137-16-dynamics
http://www.mymusictheory.com/learn-music-theory/for-students/grade-1/grade-1-course/137-16-dynamics
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 3

LO Title: Be able to demonstrate instrumental techniques as a soloist

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Idiomatic features Learners could be divided into small groups and each group be given a number of differing genres 
of music. They could be asked to consider the instrumental and compositional features associated 
with the genre in order to show understanding. It would be useful to have internet access to allow 
the learners to show recognised audio or video examples of songs associated with the genre, relating 
their findings to these examples.

1.5 hours

Selecting repertoire It is important for learners to understand the considerations that need to be borne in mind when 
selecting the pieces to be used for their performance assessment. Learners should be encouraged to 
analyse their current level of skill when selecting their pieces. For learners who are also preparing for 
graded examinations or who have access to extra-curricular tuition, it may prove useful to base the 
pieces for selection on repertoire that is also being used for these activities.

1 hour

Equipment considerations Learners can be asked to consider the equipment necessary for their upcoming performance 
assessment. For example, for vocalists, this could include whether to use a microphone and effects; 
and for guitarists it could include amplifier tone and peripheral effects such as overdrive. They should 
create an equipment checklist which needs to be in place for their assessment.

1 hour

Instruments and the 
anatomy

Referring to the Physiology activity in Learning Outcome 1, learners could consider and discuss 
the correct technique and anatomical information which is relevant to their solo performance. This 
should include why correct posture and technique will enhance and benefit the performance and the 
musical and health implications of disregarding these important factors.

1 hour Unit 24 LO1

Technical accuracy Learners could be asked to produce a short presentation on their instrument, discussing and 
demonstrating the technical exercises that they have used within their devised schedule and 
identifying how the incorporation of these into a structured practice regime has benefited the learner 
over the duration of the unit.

30 minutes Unit 24 LO1

Mock performance Tutors could ask learners to take part in a non-assessed mock recital performing their pieces to 
an audience of peers. This activity will acclimatise learners to the environment in which the end 
assessment will take place and also allow them to demonstrate their pieces as a work-in-progress. 
Further development of the activity could involve the tutor asking fellow learners to offer positive and 
constructive feedback.

It may be useful to capture the activity in an audio or video recording in order to provide evidence for 
the learner to reflect upon.

2 hours
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
LO No: 4

LO Title: Be able to demonstrate instrumental techniques as part of an ensemble

Title of suggested activity Suggested activities Suggested timings Also related to

Selecting repertoire It is important for learners to understand the considerations that need to be undertaken when 
selecting the pieces to be used for their performance assessment. Learners could be encouraged 
to analyse their current level of skill when selecting their pieces and also the instrumental resources 
available in their ensemble. For learners who are also preparing for graded examinations or who have 
access to extra-curricular tuition, it may prove useful to base the pieces for selection on repertoire that 
is also being used for these activities.

1 hour

Rehearsal schedule Learners could work together in their ensemble to devise a structured rehearsal session. This should 
include realistic time-bound targets and also inform personal practice. This should be regularly 
revisited and updated as a live document.

1 hour Unit 23 LO4

The Musical Director The role of the Musical Director (MD) is essential in a number of pop music ensembles and also within 
the world of musical theatre.

Learners could be asked to research the role and duties of the musical director and then devise a 
schedule whereby each member of the ensemble will have an opportunity to act as MD in a future 
rehearsal session.

A useful publication for this is:
Morris, T. and Munro, W. (1998) Essential Guide to Music. Hodder & Stoughton. ISBN: 9-780340-701805

30 minutes

Directed rehearsal sessions Learners could work together in a rehearsal room environment in preparation for the performance 
assessment. Learners should be given the opportunity to act as MD, informed by the learning 
undertaken as part of the activity above. The schedule created as part of the Rehearsal schedule 
activity above could be followed and revised where appropriate.

6 hours Unit 23 LO4

Group interim discussion Learners should hold a meeting discussing progress at this point, taking into account material 
selected, adherence or deviation to/from the rehearsal schedule and time until the assessment. This 
should be used to update the rehearsal schedule and inform future individual practice and ensemble 
rehearsal sessions.

30 minutes Unit 23 LO4

Mock performance Tutors could ask learners to take part in a non-assessed mock ensemble performing their pieces 
to an audience of peers. This activity will acclimatise learners to the environment in which the end 
assessment will take place and also allow them to demonstrate their pieces as a work-in-progress. 
Further development of the activity could involve the tutor asking fellow learners to offer positive and 
constructive feedback.

2 hours Unit 23 LO4
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This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

OCR acknowledges the use of the following content:
Cover image: Syda Productions/Shutterstock.com
Square down and Square up: alexwhite/Shutterstock.com

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

Looking for a resource?

There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
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